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Abstract
In the last few years, business in internet has
become more and more significance. On other hand
new development of internet technology is rapid and
changed every day. Thus Business models have to be
continually adapted to meet the requirements of new
business ideas. One of these new and important
business ideas is; how to supply the needs of small
and medium sized enterprises (SME) with business
software (E.g. Enterprise resource planning System
(ERP))

1. Introduction
An ERP system is a standard software system
which provides functionalities to integrate and
automate the business practices associated with the
business process of a company. The integration is
based on a common data model for all system
components and extents to more than one enterprise
sectors [2], [12], [18] and [19]. The increasing
number of the small and medium companies’
employees, extended the need for flexible
functionalities in ERP systems. SMEs face different
problems when they buy the ERP systems, like [1]
and [7].
• Not all installed components are needed.
• The usage of licenses, Administration, and
maintenance of these products are too expensive.
• Normally, ERP systems are complex and
overloaded with stuff, functions and options,
therefore it is hard for new user to learn.
• High-end Hardware is required.
Therefore, in the last few years the idea of the
Federated ERP-System in the basis of Web-Services
has evolved. A federated ERP system (FERP system)
is an ERP system which consists of system
components that are distributed within a computer
network. The overall functionalities are provided by
an ensemble of allied network nodes that all together
appear as a single ERP system to the user. Different
ERP system components can be developed by
different vendors [1], [7] and [8]. Through the FERP
system, companies pay only for components deemed
necessary. Also, the needed End-Hardware is made
available by the service provider which in turn,
reduces costs [7].
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An ERP system component in this case is
reusable, closed and marketable software module
which provides services over a well-defined
interface. These components can be combined with
other components in an unpredictable manner [25].
Those components are described, published and used
as Web services.
A web service is a software system designed to
support
interoperable
machine-to-machine
interaction over a network. It has an interface
described in a machine-processable format
(specifically WSDL). Other web systems interact
with the web services in a manner prescribed by its
description
using
SOAP-messages
typically
conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in
conjunction with other web-related standards [27].
The search for these services by FERP Systems is
covered by the functionality which is considered as
the logical and stable construction stone in ERP
system [7].
The phases of FERP scenario are divided into
two processes:
 Production process includes the isolation of ERP
components, description, publishing those
components as web services through the web
standards and the integration of these web
services in FERP workflows.
 Marketing process includes the Exchanging of
ERP components as web services need through a
suitable business model. Therefore, businesses
should be adopted to fulfill the new idea's need.
A Business model involves [24]:
 The architecture for the product, service and
information flows.
 The business actors, their roles, their potential
benefits from the business model, and the
revenue streams.
In the second section of this work we will define
five relevant characteristics and their attributes and
summarize it in one table. In third section we will
present a developing approach which can lead us to
an appropriate business model for distributed ERP
systems. This approach runs over three phases;
Characterization, adapting and goal phase. In this
paper we will focus on the first phase;
Characterization This work will be summarized in
the fourth section.
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2. Characteristics and Attributes
By researching the literature on this topic, we
have identified three relevant characteristics and
their attributes that are suitable for the partial
economical characterization of this business model.
Through these characteristics and their attributes, one
can answer the following questions (see table 1) [3]:
 In which domain is this business model
applicable?
 Which type of goods can be exchanged through
this business model?
 To which extent will this business model
integrate into the Internet-economy?
 To which type of basis model does this business
model belong to?
 What is the source of revenue of this business
model? And what are the forms of this revenue?
There are many business models, e.g., business to
business (B2B), business to customer (B2C),
customer to customer (C2C), customer to business
(C2B), administration to administration (A2A),
administration to business (A2B), business to
administration (B2A), etc. In this paper we will focus
on the most popular models which are (B2B), (B2C)
and (C2C) (for more details [3]. Not all products or
goods can be traded alike through E-markets. There
are many factors (related to the vendor or to the
customer) that could affect the trading process [22].
These goods are divided into two categories:
Material goods and Immaterial goods [15], [20] and
[22].The integration's degree in the internet's
economy depends on the ability to implement the
transaction phases electronically.
Table 1. The Selected Characteristics and Their
Attributes

Two forms are distinguished here: full and partial
integration [3]. The relevant 4-basic business models
types are "content", "connection", "commerce" and
"context" [23] and [26]. The fact is that most of
business models belong to one of the 4-Basics types.
A business model could be a hybrid of more than
one type. 4-Basic types [16].
The sources of Revenue of business models fall
into three categories: Products, contacts and
information [21] and [26]. The forms of revenue
were classified by Wirtz on one hand according to
the players (i.e., buyers and sellers) into direct and
indirect revenue and on the other hand according to
the pricing conditions into transaction-dependent and
transaction-independent [26]. In the next sections we
will present approach for developing of appropriate
business model for distributed ERP systems through
logical steps.

3. Developing Approach For Conseption
of Appropriate Business Model for
Federated ERP Systems
Through the characteristics of business model
which has been shown in the second section we
present in the flowing Figure a developing approach
which lead us to the appropriate concept for the
exchange of FERP components as web services (see
Figure 1). This developing approach consists of three
phases every phase involves one or more of steps
with the considering of the existent models,
architectures and the special requirements of an
FERP system.
The first phase is the characterization phase. In
This phase we should answer the flowing three
questions:
 Which business model type nowadays is existed
and more suitable for FERP as a new Business
idea?
 What could be provided in the expected business
model?
 To which business fields belongs this business
model?
These three questions can be answered and
analyzed by using the characteristics “Business
Fields”, “Basic Business Models” and “Offered
Goods” defined in Table 1.
Then this developing approach in Figure 1 is
derived from the Table 1. Table 1 serves information
for classifying the existing business models. In
contrary, the approach in Figure 1 presents basics
phases for developing a new business model for a
new business idea. The second phase (adapting
phase) is added to identify the roles of the actors of
the new models with considering the minimizing of
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the expected risks and problems which may be arise
with these new ideas.
The expected results of this developing approach
are a character-concept, role-concept and revenueconcept of an appropriate business model for FERP
systems. In the flowing under sections we will
present the first phase of this developing approach
and we let the other phases as future works.

Figure 1. The developing approach for conception of
business model for FERP systems

3.1. Appropriate Type of business model for
marketing of distributed ERP Systems
An Enhanced and customized categorization of
the business of the provider and facilitator in relation
to the marketing of professional services and
functionalities as Web Services in five forms [17]:
 The business model of software-companies,
which offer services with obligatory fee for the
direct revenue generating.
 The business model of software-companies,
which offer in addition to the distribution and
licensing of their software products free web
services.
 Business models of companies that are not
software vendors, but they offer free Web
services to support their core business.
 Business models of companies whose core
business is not in the production of software, but
builds know-how solutions in these areas. These
companies offer their Web services with
obligatory fee.
 A new and customized business intermediaries
for Web Services marketing is the broker (or
brokerage), which mediates between Web
services providers and the customer (enterprises,
individuals, etc.) and supports the customers to
find suitable Web services through online
directory of services as a clear database. The
Intermediary is an entity which stands between
the seller and the customer and he can act
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towards both, in known or unknown ways. The
importance of this element comes from reducing
and facilitating the commercial and practical cost
and the tow most famous examples are the E-mall
and E-auction [5].
There are more than one customer and provider
of the ERP components in case of FERP system. Due
to the lack of pre-defined communication channels
and areas of responsibility from enterprises and
customers point of views, the determination and the
direct contact of customers with multiple FERP
service providers for adoption, customization and
maintenance of such federated systems is very
difficult and problematic. Therefore, this business
model services as a commercial intermediary
between the providers and customers.
This
intermediary presents the ERP components (ERP
web services) of different providers and organizes a
cross vendor to satisfy the functionality demanded by
the customers [4].
In case of ERP auction, customer (user or
company) should sign several contracts, if his/its
requirements are covered by different ERP WS
providers. That means that each provider is partially
responsible to the user and there is no single “one”
responsible party which customer could deal with in
case of failure or any accident. As a result of this
Problem, beside the high prices of ERPs software,
we consider this possibility practically inapplicable.
Then we can say that an ERP-mall as an
intermediary business model between the providers
and the end-customer (enterprise) is the reasonable
and appropriate business model type [4].
After this primary determination we will
characterize suitable offering form for this
intermediary (mall), which can fulfill the needs of
(SMEs) through an appropriate adaptation.

3.2. The possible offers through FERP mall
To characterize the FERP Mall, we will define
the possible offers in case of FERP system. These
offers depend on the requirements of FERP system.
Figure 2 represents the requirements of FERP system
along the value chain. In this context, we can
distinguish between two categories of requirements
[28]: Main and supporting requirements of FERP
system. The characteristics of our FERP Mall could
be achieved through the determination of the
possible offers along the presented FERP value
chain. We must determine who can offer which
requirements of these? To determine that, we should
classify all the requirements among the parties, that
act in the market to exchange the ERP component.
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Figure 2. FERP Scenario (or FERP value Chain)
In the next sections we will present the possible
distribution of offers between the three parties
(providers (or developers), intermediaries and other
parties). For the simplification here, the other parties
represent other potential participants in the FERP
market, who can offer just as the intermediary can
do.
3.2.1. The Main requirements of FERP system.
The main requirements are the necessary parts for
the realization of FERP systems. This could be
derived through the FERP scenario (or FERP value
chain) to:
 FERP Web Services (FERP WSs): This web
services are implemented by the suppliers
(developers) and their interfaces are described by
the WSDL-standard (WSDL = Web Services
Description Language). These services are
reusable and offer the FERP functionality as
operations, which are required by user
companies. The development of FERP WSs is
open for all; therefore, any player could be as a
FERP WSs developer in the market. The
providers are responsible for the quality of FERP
web services.
 WS-publishing: The WSs developers publish the
WSDL interface descriptions in the online
directories (repositories), which are structured by
the UDDI standard (UDDI = Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration). The
main role of the FERP malls is as online
directories provider, where providers can publish
their FERP WSs and the customer enterprises can
find the appropriate FERP WSs. FERP WSs in
these repositories are classified based on the
functional enterprise sectors (Accounting,
Logistic… Sector) and every sector represent a
different shop in our FERP Mall.
 ERP Workflow-Definitions (WF-Definitions):
Workflow is a plan of sequential or in parallel
chained functions as working steps in the mining
of activities which lead to the creation or
utilization of business [6]. By standardizing these
types of activities in a workflow language (e.g.
BPEL: Business Process Execution Language), it
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is possible to use workflow definitions in
different companies, and to market it separately.
FERP workflow combines Web services from
different providers FERP for the support of the
whole of FERP business process in user
companies. Therefore, our FERP Mall appears as
a provider of workflow reference model, which
represents all possible scenarios (workflow
descriptions) of a company. FERP mall can
customize, through this reference model, the
suitable workflow for each enterprise. FERP
workflows can also be described by the user
companies themselves, but in this case, FERP
Mall is not responsible for the qualitative aspects
of these workflows.
3.2.2. The Supporting requirements of FERP
system. The supporting requirements here mean
requirements which can support the FERP WS
developers and the customer companies along the
FERP value chain. These requirements can be
offered either as fee-based services or as a free
service to support the core business. In case of
FERP systems, we can distinguish the following
requirements:
 Web Services Developing Environment (WSDEnvironment): Because of the importance of
Standardized Web Services description in case of
the FERP systems, we can support the developers
with tool which help them by the implementation
of Web services. This tool (or development tool)
could be used by standardizing the specification
to describe functional and non-functional
(qualitative) properties of Web services and to
manage the development process for the
reduction of development time and the potential
errors by the WS development [11] and [14].
This tool is offered in FERP as service to be used
by the developers, who seem to be costumers in
this case.
 The Testing Services (T-Services): The
intermediary (FERP Mall) offers web services
test and Integration test for the user to find the
error in the cooperation of various FERP Web
Services [11]. This increases the intermediary
safety in his relationships with the large number
of FERP Web Services providers and increases
the customers' trust in the reliability of the FERP
systems. This test service could be offered by
partners (third party) too.
 WS evaluation information (WSE-Information):
FERP WSs are reusable products and every one
could be provided from different developers with
different prices quality levels. In our case the
market is open to small and private developers
for the development and offering of individual
FERP WSs. In this situation the intermediary
meets many risks because of the large number of
foreign suppliers (developers). Therefore, the
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reputation of these developers has relevant role in
increasing the trust and security between the
intermediary and the providers (developers) and
for the continuous assessment of the quality of a
service. This has been considered in [10] and [8]
through a secure protocol for exchange of the
evaluation information between the provider, the
customer, and a trusted third party. This
collection and summarizing of historical
evaluation information of FERP WSs is offered
by intermediary (FERP mall) as trusted party as a
quality - and safety information
 Consulting service: After the decision of the
company to be a costumer of our FERP mall, we
offer supporting advices to this company by
selecting and adapting an appropriate FERP
workflow. This consulting could play also
important role for solving of the possible
problems by the using of FERP system.
 Training service: the decision of the company to
be a costumer by our FERP mall, the employees,
who can use the FERP system. FERP Mall offers
in FERP training courses to cover the lack of
knowledge by using the new offers by external
parts either.
In the last step in this phase we will discuss the
business field of this business model according to the
nature of the offers.

3.3. Business fields of FERP Mall
Table 2 shows a classification of the goods which
are exchanged through the aimed FERP Mall
between the actors.
Table 2. The Business Fields of FERP Mall
goods

provider

costumer

FERP WSs
WF Definitions

WS
Developer
Mediator

WS Publishing

Mediator

WSE
Environment
T Services

Mediator

WS Evaluations

Mediator

Consulting

Mediator

Training

Mediator

UserEnterprise
UserEnterprise
WS
Developer
WS
Developer
UserEnterprise
UserEnterprise
UserEnterprise
The
Employees
of
the
userEnterprise

Mediator
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,,X”-letter in the business field column of this Table
refers to anonym developer who develop the web
services. We call it “Anonym developer” because the
market in the case of FERP system is open for all the
developers independent of their personalities.
The goals of all the relationships through FERP
Mall are business goals. Every costumer invests by
making business through buying of the offered goods
from the provider. Therefore, all the relationships
through this mall belong to B2B field. The relation
by the offering of training for the employees of the
customer enterprise seems as B2C but no cash flows
because the user-enterprise pay for the training
courses as part of its investment. Then this FERP
mall is absolute B2B business model.

4. Character-Concept of FERP Business
Model
As a result of this work is an FERP Mall. This
mall offers FERP Web service through the online
directory and work as an integrator of FERP WSs in
FERP processes through workflow reference model,
which provides all the possible scenario of business
in an enterprise. This integrator can fulfill the needed
FERP functionality as one hand and he is responsible
to the user companies for the quality of ERP
processes. The all FERP shops in FERP mall appear
as single shop to the costumer companies, which
supports all phases of transaction, but only the using
of WS functionality execute directly between the
FERP WS providers and the end-user. This mall also
offers services (as service providers) which are
needed for the marketing of FERP Web Services.
These services appear in other shops (see Figure 3).
All shops in the FERP Mall have a single shopping
and payment system.

Business
field
X2B
B2B
B2X
B2X
B2B
B2B
B2B
B2C

Figure 3. The character-concept of FERP Mall
In this work we have presented the first three
steps from our developing approach. These steps
represent the first phase (characterization-phase).
Therefore, as feature work, we will discuss the role-
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concept of the FERP mall as mediator (intermediary)
between the other parties and after that we can
present the revenue-concept of this FERP mall as the
last part of the presented developing approach for the
conception of FERP business model.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we presented the FERP system as a
new idea which cans fulfill the needs of the SME
with low costs and solve more problems by these
SME. After that we presented a developing approach
which lead to the realization of the appropriate
business model for exchange of FERP systems. This
developing
approach
based
on
suitable
characteristics and their attributes which has been
chosen through the business model definitions by the
literatures review. We have realized the first phase of
this Approach that open the door for the farther
developing of the other phases in the feature works.
And this approach could be considered for the
conception of appropriate business models for the
new business idea especially for distributed
information systems.
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